During the daytime, berth and section passengers are accommodated in comfortable sofa seats, especially suited for lounging or window gazing. Individual reading lights are provided and there is ample room for luggage and wraps. Completely equipped toilet and dressing rooms elsewhere in the car are always available.

Note: A "Section" is the space of both a lower and upper berth, but where one berth only will be prepared for night use. Where lower and upper berths within the confines of a section are purchased for separate use, the accommodations furnished will be as described and pictured under the heading "Upper Berth" and "Lower Berth."

Where a section for single occupancy is purchased the occupant has exclusive use of all the facilities in the section, including both seats, extra luggage space and extra pillows and blankets as desired. In the use of a section in nighttime service, as pictured here, both the upper and lower berth mattresses are placed on the lower berth to make for more restful sleep. The upper berth is closed to provide more head room and four clothes hangers are furnished.
Upper Berth

Lowest priced of all Pullman sleeping accommodations, the upper berth is a full-size comfortable bed equipped with a soft, sleep-inviting mattress. The bed is prepared with crisp linen, warm blankets and two fluffy pillows. Other conveniences include clothes hangers, a rack for toilet articles and underclothing, individually controlled reading lights and a porter call bell. A safety ladder makes access and exit easy. Berth curtains assure complete privacy.

Lower Berth

The cushions of the daytime section seats drop down to form a base for the innerspring mattress of the lower berth. There's a shelf for toilet articles or an overnight case, hangers and a rack for clothing, heavy curtains to assure privacy and ample space for luggage.
Below are two sketches of the new Roomette showing how this accommodation appears when prepared for day and night-time occupancy. New Roomettes have been re-designed and modernized to provide the maximum comfort and privacy for those who travel alone. Red lines pin-point outstanding features.
Above sketch shows floor plan of a Roomette containing complete facilities for one person. Though providing day and night privacy as in all other rooms, the cost for this type accommodation is but little more than for a lower berth. More efficient use of space in the re-designing of these new rooms has resulted in the addition of 3 more Roomettes in the all-Roomette car as well as a special berth for the porter.

**Daytime Features**
- Complete toilet and lavatory facilities are provided. Washstand is concealed when not in use.
- Broad, panorama window allows free, wide-angle vision.
- Comfortable, daytime sofa-type seat.
- Wide rack keeps luggage in handy access.
- Enclosed wardrobe provides ample space for clothes.
- Full-length mirror on inside of sliding corridor door.

**Night-time Features**
- Bed easily drawn down and replaced by occupant.
- Bed is pre-made, thus eliminating inconvenience and affording more privacy en route.
- Room temperature individually controlled by occupant—night and day.
- Zippered curtain allows free movement and privacy within the room while lowering bed.
- Sliding corridor door inside curtain may be locked.
The Roomette, designed for single occupancy, offers complete and private toilet facilities, ample luggage space, plenty of room for lounging and dressing, chilled drinking water and individual heat, light and air conditioning controls for your added comfort and enjoyment. The Roomette pictured on the right has the front edge of the folding type bed contoured at the lower end.

Day or night your are assured complete privacy if that should be desired. In addition to the lights for general illumination, there are also reading and mirror lights for your individual control.

The bed when lowered for night use is over six feet long. It has a sleep-inviting mattress and is pro-made with two pillows, crisp clean sheets and woolen blankets.
DUPLEX ROOM
For 1 Person

Daytime Features
- Complete toilet and lavatory facilities are provided. Stationary washstand has folding cover which may be used as utility table top.
- Comfortable daytime lounge sofa with arm rests.
- Large storage compartment for luggage in upper room—hand baggage space under sofa in lower room.
- Convenient, full-length mirror on inside of corridor door.

Night-time Features
- Roomy sofa becomes a comfortable bed at night.
- Bed is pre-made, thus eliminating inconvenience and affording more privacy en route. Porter assists in positioning bed.
- Room temperature individually controlled by occupant—night and day.
- Ample floor space remains when bed is in night position.

Above sketch shows floor plan of a lower Duplex Room containing complete facilities for one person. Communicating doors connect adjoining rooms on upper or lower levels. Dotted lines show position of bed in lower room which replaces the long, comfortable daytime sofa.
DUPLEx ROOM
For 1 Person

Shown below is sketch of a group of four Duplex Rooms on two levels. Upstairs and downstairs "Duplex" single rooms have been modernized to provide the maximum comfort and privacy for those who desire this type of accommodation when traveling alone. Sketch shows them prepared for both day and night-time occupancy. Red lines pin-point outstanding features.
Above sketch shows floor plan of two adjoining Compartments. Each will accommodate 1 or 2 persons and may be sold as separate rooms. Rooms are connected by communicating doors. If desired, partition between rooms may be folded back thus combining the facilities of both accommodations. Such an arrangement would provide two wide sofas, two comfortable lounge chairs and two toilets in day service as well as complete sleeping accommodations for a family of four at night. Dotted lines show locations of lower beds in night-time service. Upper beds are located directly above these.

Daytime Features
- Enclosed toilet annex with complete lavatory facilities has been provided.
- Extra-wide panorama window allows free, wide-angle vision.
- Comfortable folding lounge chair in addition to wide sofa-type seat.
- Lower bed may be drawn down during the day without porter's assistance.
- Convenient, full-length mirror.
- Enclosed wardrobe provides ample space for clothes.
- Overhead luggage rack.

Night-time Features
- Beds are pre-made, thus eliminating inconvenience and affording more privacy en route.
- Beds readied for quick occupancy. Porter will assist in positioning upper bed.
- Ample floor space after beds are lowered.
- Comfortable lounge chair may be folded and placed under bed if additional floor space is desired.
- Room temperature individually controlled by occupant.—night and day.
COMPARTMENT
For 1 or 2 Persons

Shown below are two sketches of the new Compartment showing details of this accommodation in both day and night-time service. New Compartments have been re-designed and modernized to provide comforts and innovations never before provided in this type of room. Sleeping car passengers enjoy apartment-like comfort in these completely self-contained accommodations. Red lines pin-point outstanding features.

- Wide sofa-type seat with arm rests
- Upper bed concealed in ceiling
- Enclosed toilet annex with complete lavatory facilities
- Upper bed pre-made for quick occupancy
- Extra-wide panorama window
- Enclosed wardrobes facilities
- Full-length mirror on rear of corridor door
- Comfortable folding lounge chair
- Ample floor space after beds are lowered
- Pre-made lower bed may be operated by occupant for night or daytime use
Compartment

Whichever type Pullman compartment you choose, you're always sure of generous living and lounging space! In the one to the left, the long deep-cushioned sofa and lounge chair will comfortably seat up to four for daytime travel. At night the sofa gives way to a sleep-inviting bed. An upper berth levels off above the window, at right angle to the sofa-bed.

In the compartment to the right the two beds are lengthwise to the car. The lower bed is of the fold-in-the-wall type, while the upper berth, directly above, lowers from the ceiling. Both beds feature restful mattresses, snow-white linens and soft warm blankets. Complete toilet and wash basin facilities are enclosed in a separate annex. Liberal space is available for the storing of luggage, wraps and other belongings.

If you're two or two plus a youngster, you will find the comfort and privacy of this compartment ideal for your travel needs. And, for added convenience, the sofa is always handy for day-time naps.

You will be pleased with the comfortable furnishings and tasteful decorations of a Pullman compartment. Its exceptionally fine seating arrangement offers the ultimate in convenience.

Other conveniences of this compartment include private toilet and washing facilities, individually controlled air conditioning, heat and lights.

Even at night with both beds made, there is plenty of elbow-room in the compartment. The ladder to the upper berth is firmly affixed and remains in position throughout the night.
Double Bedrooms

This popular accommodation has several variations. Each arrangement provides private sleeping and living space for two people. Each has individually controlled air conditioning, heat and light...private toilet facilities...clothes storage and luggage space...fresh chilled drinking water. Two soft, king-size beds, for comfortable sleeping at night, fold away to make a sitting room by day.

Most double bedrooms are constructed in pairs so that a partition between them may be opened to form one large room. The bedroom suite, as it is called, is particularly appealing to parents traveling with children, and is also favored by groups of businessmen. It may be used for business conferences or social activities, and then restored for use as two separate rooms at night if desired. Several other bedroom arrangements, similar to the typical ones shown here, are also available.
Drawing Room
For 1, 2 or 3 Persons

Daytime Features
- Enclosed toilet annex with complete lavatory facilities.
- Two windows allow free, wide-angle vision.
- Long, comfortable sofa and two folding lounge chairs.
- Overhead luggage space keeps luggage out of the way.
- Enclosed wardrobe provides ample space for clothes.
- Convenient full-length mirrors.

Night-time Features
- Beds are pre-made, thus eliminating inconvenience and affording more privacy en route.
- Ample floor space after beds are lowered.
- Room temperature individually controlled by occupants—night and day.

Above sketch shows floor plan of latest type Drawing Room accommodating 1, 2 or 3 persons. Folding lower bed "A" is let down at night from wall at left. The sofa "B" becomes another lower bed. Upper bed is lowered from wall and is located directly above lower bed "B." Porter assists in positioning all beds.
DRAWING ROOM
For 1, 2 or 3 Persons

Below are two sketches of the Drawing Room showing details of this accommodation in both day and night-time service. Spacious, new Drawing Rooms have been modernized and are complete with every personal facility for restful privacy. Red lines pin-point outstanding features.

- Wide, overhead shelf for luggage
- Two wide windows
- Enclosed toilet annex with complete lavatory facilities
- Full-length mirror
- Enclosed wardrobe facilities
- Two comfortable folding lounge chairs
- Long, comfortable daytime sofa
- Ample floor space after beds are lowered
- Beds pre-made for quick occupancy
Complete with every personal need, the drawing room is especially suited for family or group travel. By day it is a spacious living room, with wide sofa, two movable lounge chairs and two large windows. Toilet and washing facilities are completely enclosed in a separate annex. There is a large wardrobe locker for hanging clothes full-length.

Here is plenty of room—for meal service, business conferences or games. Wide overhead luggage rack, complete air conditioning, individual controls of heat, lights and air flow, cool drinking water, electric shaver outlet, well-placed mirrors and a locker for shoes which the porter will shine if desired.

The drawing room accommodates three full-length beds at night. All feature mattresses which are truly sleep-inviting. The lounge chairs are folded and placed under the longitudinal bed which opens from the wall, the transverse
MASTER ROOM
For 1 or 2 Persons

Below are two sketches of the Master Room showing details of this accommodation in both day and night-time service. This stately accommodation has been modernized and continues to provide the ultimate in refined comfort and privacy for sleeping car passengers. Red lines pin-point outstanding features.

Hotel-like bathroom annex including private shower

Two wide windows

Both pre-made beds are concealed in walls during daytime and may be operated by occupants

Individual Radio

Three comfortable folding lounge chairs

Commodious luggage space above wardrobe

Deep, roomy wardrobe closet

Full-length mirrors
MASTER ROOM
For 1 or 2 Persons

Daytime Features
- Toilet annex with complete bathroom facilities.
- Three comfortable folding lounge chairs are provided.
- Two windows allow free, wide-angle vision.
- Roomy wardrobe provides ample space for clothes.
- Two full-length mirrors.
- Beds may be lowered without porter's assistance—day or night.

Night-time Features
- Beds are pre-made, thus eliminating inconvenience and providing more privacy en route.
- Ample floor space after beds are lowered.
- Room temperature individually controlled by occupants—night and day.

Above sketch shows floor plan of the modern Master Room accommodating 1 or 2 persons. Dotted lines show location of beds in night position. Lounge chairs may be folded and placed under beds at night thus affording additional space.